Capture Clip adapter kit for carrying and changing lenses
kit adaptateur pour porter et changer les objectifs
Capture Clip sold separately
clip vendu séparément
works with all Peak Design Capture Clips
works with ProfiPad
made of glass-reinforced nylon with precision machined aluminum bayonet mounts for ultimate security and protection
held up to two lenses of any size or weight
4-way swiveling design
know your Lens Kit:
align dots, insert lens, and twist until "click"
Capture Clip not included
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speed up your shooting workflow by keeping a spare lens instantly accessible
htm

welcome to the Peak Design ecosystem:
join the Peak Design community on your favorite social media!
#findyourpeak

register to activate your lifetime warranty
pkdsn.com/register

know your Lens Kit:
align dots, insert lens, and twist until "click"
release button
bottom Anchor attachment points x2
Capture attachment plate
lock your Capture for safety!

lens change
anchor placement for strap carry
pull lens holder outward and rotate 180 degrees
depress button and twist to remove second lens

one lens
two lens
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